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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a packet based wireless net-
work architecture for low cost rural community net-
works. We also present the early results of perfor-
mance studies made on our architecture, and the mea-
surements taken over the implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Meghadoot1 is a packet based wireless network ar-
chitecture for low cost rural community networks. Tra-
ditional wireless networks for rural telephony, such as
Wireless in Local Loop, or satellite telephone systems,
require extensive infrastructure for service deployment.
The high investments required for such networks and
the low revenue prospects in rural regions, discourage
commercial service providers from providing commu-
nication services in the rural regions. Packet based ra-
dio networks are considered as an ideal alternative for
low cost community networks, both in the urban de-
veloped environments and in the rural environments.

II. RELATED WORK

Lin and Hsu have suggested a prototype implemen-
tation for Multi-hop Wireless LANs (MWLANs) in
[1]. The protocol proposed by them, called Base-driven
Multi-hop Bridging Protocol (BMBP), is implemented
both in the Mobile Stations (MSs) as well as in the Ac-
cess Points (APs) in order to enable multi-hop routing
and roaming. The AP that computes the bridging ta-
ble for a particular MS is known as the Associated AP
of the MS. When a new packet arrives at an MS, and
the MS has a routing entry for the packet’s destination,

�
Name derived from the Cloud Messenger depicted in Kali-

dasa’s epic love story.

then the packet is forwarded to the next hop node on
the path to the destination. Otherwise, the MS sends
that packet to its Associated AP, possibly through mul-
tiple hops. The protocol works by building bridging
tables at each node (MS or AP). In the bridge table,
the destination sequence number field is used for pre-
venting the formation of loops while routing packets.
A node additionally time-stamps each entry in the ta-
ble in order to avoid stale entries. For each destination
in the bridge table, the node records the next hop node
on the path to the destination, and the path length (hop
count on that path).

III. MEGHADOOT ARCHITECTURE
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(a) Control Zones in Meghdoot architecture
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Fig. 1. An illustration of Meghadoot architecture.

An illustration of routing process in our Meghadoot
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The Infrastructure Node
(IN) controls the routing process in its � -hop neighbor-
hood. Any node registered to the IN assumes that the



routing and other control activities would be taken care
of by the IN, and hence it stays away from initiating its
own path finding process.

Nodes that are not under the control of the IN op-
erate in the Ad hoc mode, and hence are required to
perform self-organization, path finding, and path re-
configuration by themselves. Meghadoot requires the
Gateway Nodes (GNs) to hold the additional respon-
sibility of interfacing the nodes in the Ad hoc routing
zone (operating in the Ad hoc mode) to the IN in order
to efficiently find routes to the nodes inside the control
zone of the IN.

Nodes in the Ad hoc routing zone broadcast Route
Request (RReq) packets in order to find a path to the
destination. Every intermediate node that receives the
packet forwards it further until the packet reaches the
destination. When the destination node receives the
packet, it responds by sending back a Route Reply (RRep)
packet. The disadvantage of this protocol is the high
control overhead generated by the broadcast packets
used for path finding. Meghadoot aims at reducing
this routing overhead with the help of INs. The INs
use a protocol called Controlled-Zone routing proto-
col, which is an extension of the Single Interface Multi-
hop Cellular Networks (SMCN) [2] routing protocol.
By using the Controlled-Zone routing protocol, the IN
maintains the approximate topology of the nodes within
its zone. Whenever a source node (say node S) in the
Controlled-Zone needs to send a packet to a destina-
tion node (say node D), it sends a RReq packet over
multiple hops to the IN. The IN runs a shortest path
algorithm to find a path to node D, and returns the
path found to node S. Node S can now start using this
path provided by IN. When a path break is detected
by the source node, it sends a new RReq packet to the
IN for reconfiguring the broken path. If an intermedi-
ate node detects a path break, it sends a Route Error
(RErr) packet to the IN, upon reception of which the
IN obtains a new path and informs the source node.

III-A. Infrastructure Based Ad hoc Routing Pro-
tocol

In this section we propose an efficient routing mech-
anism for Meghadoot, called Infrastructure Based Ad
hoc Routing Protocol (IBAR). IBAR provides mech-
anisms for routing of both control and data packets,
possibly through multiple hops.

III-B. Issues in Routing for Seamless Multi-hop Re-
laying

The fundamental problem that we encounter when
we consider Meghadoot is the transfer of control infor-
mation between the MSs and the INs. The MCN rout-
ing protocol proposed in [3] assumes that all control
information can be reliably sent in a single hop from
or to the Base Station (BS) through the control inter-
face. In the routing protocol suggested in [3], each MS
can identify its BS as it receives a Beacon packet trans-
mitted with a power corresponding to the cell radius.
However in Meghadoot, all nodes transmit data using
the same transmission power. We have addressed the
issues of how to route the control packets efficiently,
and also how an MS can find the BS (IN in Meghadoot)
that is nearest to it and register with that BS over mul-
tiple hops. The main protocol messages used in IBAR
are Registration Request (RegReq), Registration Ac-
knowledgment (RegAck), Route Request (RouteReq),
Route Reply (RouteRep), Neighbor Message/Beacon,
and Neighbor Update (NeighUpdt). Each node (both
IN and MS) will periodically generate Beacon mes-
sages. This message will contain data regarding the set
of MSs that the node has a route to, and also the hop
count to each of those MSs. When the IN generates
its Beacon packets, it will send as part of each Bea-
con packet, its own address and the hop count set as
0. When a Beacon originated by an IN reaches an MS,
the MS processes the received packet, and determines
using the hop count metric whether the corresponding
IN is the nearest IN. If so, it proceeds on to register
with this new IN. Each node keeps track of data such
as the list of INs that are accessible to it, the hop count
to each such IN, and the next hop nodes to those INs.
When a node receives a Beacon from the current next
hop node to the IN it is registered to, it simply updates
the contents of its local data with the new data. It then
proceeds to compute the new IN to register to by find-
ing the IN with the smallest hop count. It also keeps
track of the current next hop to its nearest IN. In order
to reduce the vulnerability of the control path, nodes
will not register if the hop count exceeds a particular
threshold ( � ).

The MS then sends a RegReq to the nearest IN com-
puted, by forwarding the request to the current next
hop to reach that IN. Each MS has the additional re-
sponsibility of forwarding such control packets on be-



half of other nodes also. Further, as the request is being
propagated towards the IN each node appends its ad-
dress to the Path field of the request packet in order
to facilitate routing of the RegAck packets. When the
RegReq reaches the intended IN, that IN generates a
RegAck packet addressed to the MS that originated the
request, through the path specified in the received Re-
gReq packet. Thus, the acknowledgment proceeds in a
path that is reverse of the path taken by the request
packet. This path is copied into the RegAck packet
such that each MS receiving the RegAck packet would
know where to forward it. An MS is said to have com-
pleted the registration when it receives the acknowl-
edgment sent by the IN. Only then can the MS start
participating in routing and data transmission.

An MS on receiving a Beacon packet from its neigh-
bor node, records the received power of the Beacon.
If the difference between the newly received power
and the previously recorded power exceeds a particular
threshold, the MS will have to send an update message,
NeighUpdt, to the IN informing it of the new power to
be used. Each MS will periodically check to see if
the update needs to be sent to the IN. Along with the
received power the MS also time-stamps the recorded
power with its local system clock. If it does not re-
ceive another Beacon from the same neighbor within
a prescribed time interval then it comes to a conclu-
sion that the neighbor has moved too far away from it,
and indicates this to its IN with a certain large negative
value for the received signal power field in the update
message it sends. During this periodic check that the
MS performs, it also checks if any of the nodes that
it has recorded as a next hop to some IN have moved
away from it. A node is assumed to have moved away
if either the signal strength of a packet from that node
is negligibly small, or no Beacon from that node has
been received. In such cases the MS has to update the
local data to reflect the new status.

The NeighUpdt is forwarded to the IN in much the
same way as the RegReq, in the sense that each MS will
forward the update through its next hop node to the IN.
An MS does not have any routing information locally
available except for the address of next hop node to
the IN it is registered to, which it uses for transmitting
control information. Whenever a packet arrives from
the higher layers the MS will send a RouteReq to its
IN requesting the IN to send the path to the destina-

tion. The INs are assumed to know the set of MSs that
are registered to each of the INs. This information can
be transmitted over the wired network that intercon-
nects the INs. The RouteReq and RouteRep transmis-
sion/reception mechanism is similar to the registration
mechanism. On receiving the RouteRep, the source
MS starts sending packets to the destination, using the
source routing mechanism.

III-C. The Long Haul Access

Meghadoot is designed to suit remote rural areas and
other terrains where an infrastructure based network is
not available or is difficult to set up. Hence Meghadoot
would require a long haul access network to commu-
nicate with the rest of the world. Several mechanisms,
such as satellite links, microwave point to point links,
and packet based long haul multi-hop relaying, could
be used for this purpose. In this work we do not focus
on the long haul access scheme.

III-C.1. Issues in using IEEE 802.11

Use of IEEE 802.11b frequency bands for long haul
multi-hop wireless links, requires special permissions
from the regulatory authorities. Even with special per-
missions, it can lead to problems of interference with
the indoor usage of the same band where it is license-
free. Since long haul 802.11 links are operating across
distances of 20-30 kilometers, the transmission power
required is high with appropriate directionality for the
transmitting antenna. Explicit licensing of these bands
to private long haul operators raises concerns of geo-
graphical separation. For example, among the 802.11b
channels permitted in USA (11 bands) only 3 channels
can be used simultaneously. In Europe, only 4 simul-
taneous channels can be used. Given this scenario, the
long haul operation of 802.11 bands raises concerns of
licensing the otherwise license-free bands.

III-D. The 802.11phone

The end user equipment in Meghadoot is an IEEE
802.11 enabled device, either a laptop computer with
an 802.11 adapter, or a small handheld device with an
802.11 interface. Meghadoot aims at deployment in
rural areas where other communication infrastructure
is not available, we envision an 802.11phone (an in-
expensive handheld device with 802.11b card). The
802.11phone could either be a general-purpose palm-



top device or a dedicated processor based device simi-
lar to a GSM handset. The actual usage of Meghadoot
not only aims at voice communication; it aids the ru-
ral community to utilize the other applications, such
as data gathering, accounting, limited data process-
ing, and for using local language based applications.
Therefore, Meghadoot utilized the Picopeta Simputer
(Version 3) as one of the devices, for implementation
of the 802.11phone. Fig. 2 shows the architecture used
in the 802.11phone, implemented in Meghadoot.

General purpose
Handheld device

(Picopeta Simputer V3)

Audio Input Device

802.11b Adapter
Linksys WUSB11

(a) Schematic diagram of 802.11 phone (b) Software architecture of 802.11 phone

802.11b

IP

TCP/UDP 

SIP Stack

Simputer OS
Picopeta

Fig. 2. Architecture of 802.11phone.

III-D.1. Pros and Cons of using a General-purpose
Handheld Device

The advantages of using a general-purpose handheld
device such as Picopeta Simputer for the implemen-
tation of 802.11phone include the following. In ad-
dition to voice communication over 802.11b, the vil-
lage community can use the device for limited compu-
tation, data gathering and exchange, and other multi-
media applications. The main disadvantage is the pro-
cessor load by way of the operating system overhead
which limits the capability of the 802.11phone to ex-
ploit the high bandwidth provided by the 802.11b in-
terface. We notice a degradation in TCP throughput
achieved, which was attributed to the operating system
overhead.

III-D.2. Choice of Power Source for 802.11phone

Meghadoot aims at providing community network-
ing for voice or data over multi-hop wireless networks,
with or without the use of infrastructure nodes. The
deployment scenarios in the remote rural communities
adds to the additional pressure on the choice of power
source for powering the 802.11phone. Meghadoot en-
visions the usage of cycle dynamo for powering the
802.11phone. The users on the move can charge the

802.11phone by connecting it to the cycle dynamo through
a CB8 charger (Cycle Based 802.11phone charger) that
is part of Meghadoot vision. This enables the village
community, including the vegetable sellers, fish sell-
ers, and others who use a bicycle as part of their daily
life, to use Meghadoot 802.11phone for their commu-
nication. The other options available for charging in-
clude solar cell panels which are costlier than the CB8
charger. Fig. 3 shows an illustration of the CB8 charger.

Cycle Based 802.11phone charger
(CB8 charger)

802.11phone

Ordinary Cycle Dynamo

(6v/12v)

Fig. 3. An illustration of CB8 charger.

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We have simulated the IBAR and BMBP protocols
using GloMoSim[4]. We have used the free space prop-
agation model and no-capture model for the radio layer.
We have simulated the protocols for different values
of node densities and also varying traffic loads. The
simulations also include various mobility values rang-
ing from 2 m/s to 10m/s using the random waypoint
model.

IV-A. Performance Comparison of IBAR and BMBP

The simulation parameters that were used in the fol-
lowing comparison study are presented in Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Terrain X range 2010m Transmission range 250m
Terrain Y range 2610m Beacon period 1s
Number of INs 11 Simulation time 5 mins

Cell radius 500m

In Fig. 4, we compare the overall performance (packet
delivery ratio) of the IBAR and the BMBP schemes.
IBAR not only out performs BMBP at various node
densities, but also shows greater scalability, in the sense
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that the performance degradation at larger node densi-
ties is not as high as in BMBP. The possible reason
for this could be the broadcast nature of the control
packets in the BMBP protocol. As a result, the net-
work bandwidth available for data traffic is negligible
at high node densities. In contrast, the IBAR scheme
tries to send the control packets as much as possible
in the unicast mode and hence performs significantly
better.

We have also compared the performance of the two
protocols at different mobility values, in addition to the
no mobility scenario. Fig. 5, compares performance
at low mobility of 2m/s. Fig. 7 compares the per-
formance against mobility with a network size of 100
MSs.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the two schemes
at varying load values. The locality represents the per-
centage of traffic that is intended for a destination within
the same cell. In both cases the performance improves
at higher locality values, an expected trend, since the
length of the wireless path is lesser and traffic directed
towards the BS (IN) is lesser. The load values shown
represent the mean inter arrival time of UDP packets
(with payload 1900 bytes) in milliseconds. We have
compared the performance at loads ranging from 2ms
inter-arrival time (reasonably high load) to 50ms inter-
arrival load (low load). We expect the performance to
improve slightly with decreasing load, and the trend is
observed for both the schemes.

IV-B. Performance of Picopeta Simputer for 802.11
phone

Table II shows the power consumption on the Pi-
copeta Simputer based 802.11phone with 1024 Byte
ping packets.

TABLE II
POWER CONSUMPTION OBSERVATIONS

Ping Packet size Battery Duration
1024 B 1 hour 48 minutes

1024 B (with flooding option) 1 hour 34 minutes

V. CONCLUSION

We had presented in this paper, Meghadoot, a packet
based wireless network architecture. Results of our
initial simulation experiments were also presented. The
low cost and the reasonably good performance of our
architecture make it ideally suitable for rural commu-
nity networks. We do hope that Meghadoot comes into
a reality in the near future.
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